Please remember as you approach Haight Street that you are about to see one of the most wondrous sights you have ever beheld.

Then there are the hippies. When you see them on the street they just don't seem to be here and it can be hard to believe that they do exist. But since they don't want the right to live their own life as others choose to live theirs, they may not be the people you would like to associate with.

There is no way to judge the fact that all of us would like to find a better way of life. Violets can pick up flowers for their private uses back in Oakland and Dallas. Sorry, it is just not our way. It would make the ordinary person feel that there is no law about what they do. It is truly lovely to love your fellow man. Take it from Marvin - not too bad. Honestly tho, you must consider that the hippies are mostly refugees from various looney bins. They know all the laws regarding parking. Tickets are passed out here like you have never seen before. Many of these parking-meter-minders are at work in this twelve block area at any one time. If you have not yet seen between the ages of 25-35 are officers of some kind. Most to our readers are some kind of the others. The others are the Flower Children. These are the ones you will help if you are cleanly-shaven, have your Rotary clothes admire. They are the virtuous ones. Some cats up high are likely for free even. The others are the Flower Children. These are the ones you will help if you are cleanly-shaven, have your Rotary clothes admire. They are the virtuous ones. Some cats up high are likely for free even.

The buzzards know, how their wings are flapping! The locusts know they are whispering to one another; The world will be ours to feast on. Hear now, you rulers of men! Dacimate them with mass media, with posters and poetry; Decimate them with napalm. Let stroboscopic lights obscure the fire; Destruction and creation are all one and the same. Let electronic rock turn off the sound of guns. Forget the holocaust - it's not your bag. Almost 200 million persons in this country have ambled down Haight Street recently have caused. We strongly urge how withdrawing and throw away those patent medicine Nytal. Be sure, be safe and use pot instead of gin. The world is in ruins. We would warn the tourists that our police department in high gear to catch the hippies. Tickets are passed out here like you have never seen before. Many of these parking-meter-minders are at work in this twelve block area at any one time. If you have not yet seen.

For revenge For spite For lack of meaning For just plain fun For want of better occupation The cities make their cities! Almost 200 million persons in this country cannot keep cities from burning. Has everyone gone mad? Cities burn! In Vietnam, in Michigan, in New Jersey, Illinois and California! It's all one cancer - here or abroad. Big Hiroshima's anniversary prequel. This will be a black year. The world is going to hell. Grass is so much better for revenge and we further strongly urge that you smoke a Joint be-stuck to you that there are no police in the area, have no arrested one girl was arrested for

Where are the prophets gone? Where are the leaders, the masters of 60's youth? What are they doing? What do they say? Where to go now? You rulers of men! Dacimate them with mass media, with posters and poetry; Decimate them with napalm. Let stroboscopic lights obscure the fire; Destruction and creation are all one and the same. Let electronic rock turn off the sound of guns. Forget the holocaust - it's not your bag. Almost 200 million persons in this country have ambled down Haight Street recently have caused.

Where are the prophets gone? Where are the leaders, the masters of 60's youth? What are they doing? What do they say? Where to go now? You rulers of men! Dacimate them with mass media, with posters and poetry; Decimate them with napalm. Let stroboscopic lights obscure the fire; Destruction and creation are all one and the same. Let electronic rock turn off the sound of guns. Forget the holocaust - it's not your bag. Almost 200 million persons in this country have ambled down Haight Street recently have caused. We strongly urge how withdrawing and throw away those patent medicine Nytal. Be sure, be safe and use pot instead of gin. The world is in ruins. We would warn the tourists that our police department in high gear to catch the hippies. Tickets are passed out here like you have never seen before. Many of these parking-meter-minders are at work in this twelve block area at any one time. If you have not yet seen.
A wolf, lean and hungry, crept over a wooded ridge and leaped down a gully. He located a fat pig at the bottom, by entering a great grove of oaks, rich in acorns, with a promising look. The pig was eating strong, earth scent through the chill morning light in the grove. The wolf, a stalker by nature, would not give up. He crept closer, slowly, until he spied a female pig, sitting on her back legs, a thick mat of fur and a snout of a dirty yellow on her head while she looked into a mossy forest pool of her reflection and granulated melon seeds.

The wolf crept nearer until he thought he was close enough. He drew his neck out and was ready for a pounce. He spied his prey and did not stop to think. He pounced, bellowing. The pig, startled, fell. The wolf, a stalker by nature, would not give up. He crept closer, slowly, until he spied another pig, sitting near the other pigs, looking terribly stern and deal of scampering back and forth out in the clearing.

The wolf crept nearer, trying to be less conspicuous than usual. He spied his prey and did not stop to think. He pounced, bellowing. The pig, startled, fell. The wolf, a stalker by nature, would not give up. He crept closer, slowly, until he spied another pig, sitting near the wolf. The wolf was hungry and followed the sign of the other pigs.

"Oh, God!" The wolf moaned and covered his face with his paws. The pigs had not seen the wolf, and they were not afraid of him. They continued to eat, unperturbed.

"The hogs will be courted by the wolf, and the wolf will be courted by the hogs. It is the only way to live."

The wolf crept nearer the wolf. He spied his prey and did not stop to think. He pounced, bellowing. The pig, startled, fell. The wolf, a stalker by nature, would not give up. He crept closer, slowly, until he spied another pig, sitting near the wolf. The wolf was hungry and followed the sign of the other pigs.

"In the name of war; kill a child. Where is love? Where is love? How my mind and my soul would care."

Turn on the broilers for the skin they wear. Where is love? Where is love?

Pray to God when he is dead. Where is love?

Peggy Ezra

THE MEANING OF THE AUTUMN EQUINOX

The Autumn Equinox is the sun's entrance into the first degree of Libra, and the days are equally balanced between hours of light and dark. This marks the time of the vernal equinox and the fall equinox, as the sun enters the sign of Libra, the scales.

Some money is available for authors and artists. However, it is small and we must be the sole judge of the quality and worth of the work, as the police do, added to our collection. MAVERICK is a Strait Publication located at 22 Russ Street, San Francisco (Mailing Address is Box 792, 94103) and the phone number is 431-4260.
The new community relations officer for San Francisco is to some other than one of the pet dogs officer. The Community Relations Department is a new program that is an excellent place to file a complaint against the police. They had a certain way of making you feel that they would do something about your complaint. They did it dutifully filed and forgotten.

Not the man who ordered the dogs on the young blacks on that rainy night. The place was a long way from where the gases stepped with his dog patrol into that long bar; the man who has been identified as the chief lieutenant of the department can hardly be expected to merely file any complaints. He will decide for himself. He will probably follow it up...yes...with a certain air of assurance that will impress no more complaints are filed.

The fight is on the streets. They have been calling out to the tourist to park, their cars and walk around. In the past few months it has been proven that the tourists were being robbed and stripped of their valuables. There have been crimes; the facilities have been overpowered and a great deal of crime was being committed in the local parks where tourists and drinking fountain abound. In the Haight area the only drinking water is three blocks away in the Panhandle...and along side that the only public toilet. Why we even saw a mother allowing her 1 year old to relieve himself...If Judge Number 1024, had seen that there would have been a battle for independent ex- post. Now how that reflect on our community with another four months old.

"Talking of San Francisco, we hear news of the march on Washington connected with God was about as big as the Enterprise and the Ranger, combined. And all the children of the children of Noah had a big thank you to God for saving them...God had a chat with Noah and told him of the evil that Satan was doing in the world...And the story of Baruch is a biography of God's saving work. The story of Noah is the story of God's saving work. However Noah did not make much of a deal about it.
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The law against marijuana is immoral in principle and unworkable in practice

“All laws which can be violated without doing anyone any injury are laughed at. Nay, so far are they from doing anything to counteract the desires and passions of man that, on the contrary, they direct and incite men’s thoughts toward those very objects; for we always strive toward those things which are forbidden and desire the things we are not permitted to transgress. If there are never deficient in the legibility needed to enable them to outwit laws framed to regulate things which cannot be entirely forbidden... He who tries to determine everything by law will foment crime rather than lessen it.” —Speranza

The law against marijuana is immoral in principle and unworkable in practice. It is being formed to examine without prejudice the scientific, medical, legal, or social support of its aims or objectives. The Rev. Dr. Victor Herbert Kretzmer.

The use of cannabis is increasing, and the rate of increase is accelerating. Cannabis smoking is widespread in the universities, and the custom has been taken up by writers, artists, doctors, businessmen, musicians, scientists, and priests. Such persons do not fit the stereotype of the stereotyped criminal dope fiend. Smoking the herb also has the additional potential of converting thousands of thousands of immigrants to Britain. In the United States article in the Saturday Review (November 6, 1963) it is suggested that it is “worth considering... to give cannabis the same status as alcohol and tobacco.”

Cannabis has the advantage of being much less harmful than alcohol. Cannabis is a non-addictive plant, and profoundly beneficial for those who have never been addicted. A medical experience of being-at one with the universe is a relatively harmless experience. Hence the current interest in it.

The main justification for the prohibition of cannabis has been “the possibility of alleviating suffering through the medical use of cannabis preparations.” This contention has been specifically refuted by several authoritative studies. It is almost certainly true that the medical use of cannabis preparations is more likely to result in the induction of a chronic-tension state than the opposite. Additional gains might be in the reduction of inter-renal tension, as well as the reduction of inter-renal tension.

The medical profession and between the medical profession and the public. The American Medical Association does not support the medical use of cannabis preparations. The American Medical Association has never made a statement on this subject. The American Medical Association has never made a statement on the subject.

The available evidence shows that marijuana is not a drug of addiction and has no harmful effects... (the problem of marijuana has been created by a ill-informed society) —Raymond S. Strong, M.D.
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This is an ancient Tantrik Mantra or prayer which is chanted as an invocation to the God Shiva which is a mythical representation of the supreme energy or pure consciousness. From the standpoint of myths, it is the source of all creation, maintenance and destruction.

The mantra makes literally AUM (or the frequency of 3960 Hz which has infinite speed or what is referred to in the Bible as the creative word sententia in Genesis). It is the name of or being of Shiva or the supreme godhead. Shiva is the master of the evolutionary process which involves creation, maintenance and destruction—mythologically Shiva is associated with the destructive aspect of the evolutionary googas. It must be remembered that destruction is the Naxas phase of creation. Each birth is a death and every death is the birth of a new and better condition. The only thing that wears off is the surface of the world that changes.

The destruction of old and limiting forms through which life has expressed itself in the past, is necessary to make room for the creation of newer, more adequate and beautiful forms through which the evolving life-force can express itself.

At the present time we are in the middle of the transition from the Piscean age to the Aquarian age. At such time in history when an old cycle ends and a new cycle begins, the Shiva expression of God is especially evident. The seeming destruction is only to the form of life and is not necessary as a purification of the old Karen conditions so that the new cycle can begin in purity and beauty.

At such times wise men are not dismayed by seeming chaos and destruction around them, because their consciousness is identified with the inner spiritual energy and is detached from the outer forms. Thus the wise men are able to remain cool and thoughtful in the midst of change, change and destruction which is swirling around them.

By choosing and meditating on the above mantra one can become attuned with and in harmony with the spiritual energy which gives us strength, love and wisdom to survive in times of crisis. Regardless of what destruction may take place one's inner being, which is one with Shiva, Shiva-handed, untouched and immortal.

Interpreted by Marjorie Hard

FLOWER BEACH
On one and one half cylinders
A blossom-painted psychedelic bus
Followed not asphalt roads
Across a haunted continent
Pursued by cool pink damned
Pursuing molten sunsets
Leaving at night a wake of neon lights.
In the warm gloom of roadside trees it parked
In the bronze-gold evenings
Its windows faintly lit
Guitar-strumming softly to itself.
It sometimes loosened its flower smash brood
To lounging recumbent shadows in the dark
Or lay inside on antique mattresses
Then hawked and drew them in once more
And squinting through the night with one good light
It coughed and sputtered up the road again.
George Martin Jr.

BREAKING
Buried deep in blazing dreams
Rear the rush of passing dreams
And if you dare to peak outside
See the frosty star-filled night
That you're ascending into
Christina Sundør

(II) It is contrary to the policy of DREAMS to publish any letter in agreement with our editorial policy, but the above is reproduced, verbatim, from one of the survivors of Detroit. We still insist that violence is not the way. DREAMS

Editorial:

Dear Editor:

You have asked me, an old-time pacifist (since 1937), a veteran worker in right civil wrongs, and a devotee of the Harry David Thoreau philosophy for a long time, whether I would have no better end to the Vietnam War than that people be killed.

I have been told that 'hippies' are in on the killing, or more specifically that 'hippies' are in on the killing with long hair, wearing fringes of a class shoe which seem8 like those from a more traditional house. Just because these youths had long hair, carried the pipe or ignored the thing (Washington, Jefferson, Franklin, Buffalo Bill, Horse, John Brown) doesn't mean that anyone who wears a long white hair is not aware, or hip. I actually allow that many of the activities which were put into the black (metropolitan press) and the States (commercial radio commentators) and thus who'knew the truth.

But in answer to the matter of truth: "Thou shalt not kill," means everybody, anywhere, all the time, and under any circumstances. No Man, Hamlet, Napoleon, Sue, or Destin. And thus it cannot be justified. It seems to me that one of the most important of the anti-war people, the Humanists, the social outdoor types and post students for genuinely committed to non-violence. But this does not mean that all are...recently at a meeting I attended one of the old-time od-violent, enfold-them-thought, love...
the trip-effect happens
and the world is again
time ceases and the clock stops
time-efficiency starts,
and the senses deny
and the colors are minute
alive with the delicate balance of expression
the trip-effect happens
and the prism refracts
and the mind expands
and a sifting of quantities emerge
and the oracle replies
and the questions one more
the trip-effect happens
and Tim is right
and your Paychee agrees
and you wake up your rendezvous with Life
in a far-off corner of Quadrant 9 - Sector 3
the trip-effect happens
and Beauty is not found in achievement
and yet extant
and yet existence is not void
and yet existence is not void with no regrets
and your lips are revived by frosted blue needles
and your tongue is used by exotics from Eden
and the pleasures are far beyond annual
and the Where of Babylon tempts you
and you walk on by
the trip-effect happens
and the trip-effect happens
and the trip-effect happens
and Beauty is not found in achievement
and yet extant
and yet existence is not void
and yet existence is not void with no regrets
and your lips are revived by frosted blue needles
and your tongue is used by exotics from Eden
and the pleasures are far beyond annual
and the Where of Babylon tempts you
and you walk on by

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR USE BY ARTISTS, SCULPTORS, SKETCH CLASSES, ETC.
Send 50c for our 64 model catalog to:
Lodnar Arts, Box 1851, San Francisco 94101, CA

Fifteen years ago the Millbank express carried the haggled young executive home to his Connecticut mortgage and manual climbing with via the New York, New Haven and Hartford...

Twenty years ago the Southern Baptist old maids and ministers of the Gospel work by Radouli., this potent medicine made more than one religious—the was a real 905
gospel alcohol...

Thirty years ago Lydia Pinkham with its nervousness helped the females of the county over these 'difficult' years...

Thirty years ago it was 666®'Comic doing the same thing.

Forty years ago it was paragoric helping to calm the young with a belly ache...

Now all are different. We have strict controls of all drugs. Affl there are a few uncontrolled...like 666®.

Our laws are based on the assumption that a man who has an MD after his name is incapable of discretion, dishonesty, and desire to see people evade the foolish laws.

Our doctors are aware that millions are spent each year in parent medicine placements...even if the fools who buy every new pill that comes out isn't.

Consider:
Professor Bayr and St. Joseph spent a few thousands each year on roadside signs...they now spend millions on TV to sell a service that exists in the alpha and the omega of pain, complaints and getting hit in the head with hammerines...

Formerly Lydia Pinkham and 666® were 16 pulp magazines and made it big. Now 'Comics' helps women over those difficult days via 666®.

Formerly comics and diagrams helped keep down the population and 'safeguard against disease.' Now the pill is doing the job nicely.

The story of the man in the bag of the patent medicine
man ever since the Kickapoo Joy Juice was first sold from a huckster's wagon. Now more than ever before it is common for an ordinary layman/mechanic/herbman/a taxi driver/a journalist/a postman/a housewife/a news vendor/anything to recommend to his friend that they procure (the illegal means of course since everything legal is making a certain drug that helped him in a specific condition and the listener's condition sounds a great deal like what happened to him.

It is not uncommon for the average man to take drugs for anything, since only the rich can afford to go to a doctor for prescriptions; and since prescriptions often are far beyond the means of the average man.

Therefore it is easy to see that the Love Generation comes by its readiness to try any new pill that comes along.

However this does not alter the fact that taking of such substances questions of such substances as belli Donna, drano, and similar poisons will cause a great number of bad and unnecessary excesses. The case of the stolen poisons from the Free Clinic should alert the unsuspecting parents to the dangerous ways of the drug user.

When our government wakes up to the nightmare they have caused by stupid, foolish laws regarding drugs we may have some sense of a sensible working realization of drugs. As it now stands no one will believe any official findings regarding drags because the grass lies that have been told in the past as regards the effects of drugs.

Safe, safe, safe, we are not only safe, but also love.

WE BUY & SELL GADGETS, THINGS & JUNKWE ALSO REPAIR 'EM...
COME SEE US!
AT

1124 POLK ST.
PHONE 47-1483
WE ARE VERY ARTY

EUGENIO

Photography by EUGENIO
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On Haight Street we see a number of people doing their thing. Most of them are beautiful people doing beautiful things. Some of them are hot. Where is the line to draw... who is to draw it...

The anarchist brothers will say that a man should do his thing without interference from any law. Then let us say that the Oakland Police and the Patrolmen were not employees of the State but merely interested citizens. Did you like the way they did their thing?

It seems to be logical that a man has a right to do damn near anything he chooses until he interferes with the rights of others to do damn near anything they choose to do. The exceptions to make must of course be where violence or coercion are involved.

If doing your thing involves vegetating or becoming so dependent on any stimulant (booze, drugs, religion) that you are unable to function as a human being then...

We do not like to have the job. We would not like to say when you have gone too far.

Doing your thing should be considered as a contribution to the welfare of yourself and your fellowmen. If it does not do either of these it would appear to be browser.

THE DEATH OF THE HIPPIE

We have been associated with some press agentry in that past that does not bear too close scrutiny, but... the concept of the Death of the Hippie would appear to be about the least form of mass-media-pot-on.

Some of our brothers have long resented the image of the hippie that the press has painted for the straight public.

The media has said that hippies are given to taking strange, wild, exciting drugs.

The media has said that hippies are given to wild, strange, exciting dress.

The media has said that hippies are given to wild, strange, exciting hair styles.

The media has said that hippies are given to wild, strange, exciting demonstrations.

The media has said that the hippies are given to wild, strange, exciting see-through.

Our brothers have said that this is the incorrect image and incorrect terminology and have changed their name to Free Americans. We respect their wishes and henceforth when we see them we will remember to call them Free Americans. Even when they are carried away in handcuffs.

A hippie will not change his way of life even if you call him a hippie.

NOTE TO CHIEF CAHILL:

We have heard and we have talked: DO YOUR THING.

The other day some Oakland Police and State Highway Patrolmen did their thing.

At the same time some protesters did their thing. And the result was not pretty.

We certainly sympathize with the protesters and call down all possible shame upon the Police.

But the police did their thing.

... On Haight Street we see a number of people doing their thing. Most of them are beautiful people doing beautiful things. Some of them are hot.

We do not like to have the job. We would not like to say when you have gone too far.

Doing your thing should be considered as a contribution to the welfare of yourself and your fellowmen. If it does not do either of these it would appear to be browser.

THE NEW MAJESTIC AMNESTY FREE PRESS

Volume 1 Number 1 of the NAF was a joint effort of Day Street and Norman Brooks.

Not too long after the first issue appeared the latter split, taking with him the assets of the NAF and various other assets of many other persons. The Berkeley Barb and the Los Angeles Free Press turned out photos and descriptions of the culprit.

We propose to make the NAF a people-to-people media completely independent of all other organizations and banks. We will feature photography of the Haight Ashbury district with very few words and some rather plain spoken editorial comment. We welcome editorial comment from others on any subject related to the NAF. We welcome photography of interest to the NAF.

ADVERTISING RATES:

Classified: 50c per line of 27 characters (spaces) DISPLAY: $4.00 per column inch

We do not at this time welcome subscriptions. However we will send copies at the rate of 25c each to those who might be interested. The press run of this issue was 15,000 copies.

THE MAJESTIC AMNESTY FREE PRESS is located at 22 Russ Street San Francisco 94101. Telephone number: 4931-4595. Gay Street, Publisher

THE BLUES MAGOOS

Left to Right: Pappy, Geoff, Ronnie, Mike and Ralph

NOTE TO GEEP GALLOW:

We were just a little perturbed the other day as we watched your man-following your orders-picking up the persons who were suspected of committing that heinous crime of being under 18 years of age.

But it dawned on us that you were doing your thing and that obviously is to create a complete disrespect for the law. Again we ask how horrible it is for persons to be under that magic age. However we would like to call your attention to the fact that several (11) of the persons picked up were over the magic age and were obviously in that magic state. That is they had full beards. But they were picked up anyhow. Did your men apologize to them after they found they had made a mistake.

I am sure that the San Francisco Police Department is prepared to make restitution to those whose time and free dues was impounded. However one of the persons so treated by your age did report to me that he was told not to get the fuck out of here you dirty commie." Now we are sure that this officer was only trying to teach respect for the law and was very much interested in the youth of America and their attendance in school regularly.

THE Haight Ashbury Free Press

We are a joint effort of Day Street and Norman Brooks.

Not too long after the first issue appeared the latter split, taking with him the assets of the NAF and various other assets of many other persons. The Berkeley Barb and the Los Angeles Free Press turned out photos and descriptions of the culprit.

We propose to make the NAF a people-to-people media completely independent of all other organizations and banks. We will feature photography of the Haight Ashbury district with very few words and some rather plain spoken editorial comment. We welcome editorial comment from others on any subject related to the NAF. We welcome photography of interest to the NAF.

ADVERTISING RATES:

Classified: 50c per line of 27 characters (spaces) DISPLAY: $4.00 per column inch

We do not at this time welcome subscriptions. However we will send copies at the rate of 25c each to those who might be interested. The press run of this issue was 15,000 copies.

THE MAJESTIC AMNESTY FREE PRESS is located at 22 Russ Street San Francisco 94101. Telephone number: 4931-4595. Gay Street, Publisher
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GOLDEN GATE PARK

Indian men have come to Golden Gate Park. Never before in the history of that place has it ever had so much use, so much appreciation and so much bigotry spouted over its use. If the designer of the park had known that the City Fathers would try to forbid its use and appreciation he would probably left it to the sand dunes. Top Krishna chants and dances. The Rose Bongos boomed as a squad car approached...then left with only hard stares and applause on leaving...

One of the sellers of the Free Press creeps out. Toney tender loving care...on the rocks...Bottom: Wild, happy swaying, toasting, mock love with the bongos...

And it was a lovely, beautiful day in the park. The sides of Hippie Hill were covered with dozens of small family groups. The straight came and enjoyed what they saw and some of them have not left yet. Paintless what may be said Sunday in Golden Gate Park is, IS IS where it's at.
Haight Ashbury has many wonderful sights. Some of them show a great skill and showmanship. One of the things that put the tourists uptight is the panhandling. Usually in the course of a day you can see some tourists lecturing a flower child about going to work and stopping begging. Naturally nothing will delight the love generation more than putting the tourist and/or the police uptight.

San Francisco has laws against panhandling. They are never enforced/change tense/there was never any enforcement until the Free Americans (Hippies?) got into the act on Haight. Today the writer walked down 6th Street and was asked for money seven times (and twice for sex) Within ten minutes she walked down Haight and was asked for money four times. But on 6th they are bums-On Haight they are hippies: In law there is one hell of a difference.

At the worst end of Haight there is a commune fallen on evil times and the money comes in slowly. Since they are hippies they are not qualified to get any kind of welfare. But they do have some imagination.

The bag in the picture has a sign on it saying: "Put something in or take something out." Now this should not be considered begging-but it is. The bag is lowered from a second story and here we show a candid camera at work.

Quadrus's had Just sold the tourist an ice cream cone while she contemplated the plea in top left. A brother digs for coins in top right. A tourist gets refused-put something in...next a brother stands to give a dance poster... In the white tee shirt he was a sailor or a V.I.P. The bag had just been lowered and was empty for this curious soul....

The teeny had hung his head because he was not able to contribute to the bag. But then...why does it always have to be the good cop...Officer Matthew confiscates the bag. He called the enterprising young people down and gave them the bag and told them not to do it again

Immediately after this we went to the Welfare bag and told them that we lived in the outer Mission and that we needed money to pay our utility bills and we were assured that it would be taken care of...Then a long-haired, barefooted couple went in and told of a need to pay utility bills and that they lived in the height. The girl had obviously (quite obviously) had a little too much of a good thing about eight months ago...So here was the seed of the Welfare...No money goes to the Haight.

Back to the bag and other bags and other gigs.

FOR SALE BOLDS 16mm Movie camera, Bericht, Zoom Lens 12-70 reflex sight, hand-made leather assortment case w/accessories $400. Peg and Art Clayson/Haight

LEAD GUITAR PLAYER needs gig. Prefer blues, will take anything. $115-581-8872

FLOWERCHILDREN/PACIFISTS As long as you feed on the fruit of violence you are not truly non-violent The basic law that Bud gave...Strick a blow for peace: BECOME VEGETARIAN F.T. B.

PHYSIQUE POSES done in airbrush by expert airbrush artist. For info call 431-4800 from 10 til 2. Ask for Sam.

People are waiting for you to tell them what you are looking for and what they can do for you. Place your ad in the HA FP...Now don't delay...Time is the essence...Just think what you may be missing.

The Nervous Virgin at 1778 Haight is the distribution point for such fine publications as:

THE NERVOUS VIRGIN
THE HAIGHT ASHBURY TRIBUNE
THE HAIGHT ASHBURY MAVERICK
THE HAIGHT ASHBURY FREE PRESS

"Thanks For The Votes, Suckers!"

This poster (14x21) is available from The Nervous Virgin for $1. (51x23 by mail). Proceeds from this poster are being given to various persons victimized of the Most Reverend Governor of California.
Individuals Against the Crime of Silence

A Declaration To Our Fellow Citizens Of The United States, To The Peoples Of The World, And To Future Generations:

1. We are appalled and angered by the conduct of our country in Vietnam.

2. In the name of liberty, we have unleashed the awesome arsenal of the greatest military power in the world upon a small agricultural nation, killing, burning, and mutilating its people. In the name of peace, we are creating a desert. In the name of security, we are violating world configuration.

3. We, the signers of this declaration, believe this war to be immoral. We believe it to be illegal. We must oppose it.

4. At Nuremberg, after World War II, we tried, convicted and executed men for the crime of committing crimes against humanity. Millions more, who were not tried, were still guilty of the CRIME OF SILENCE.

5. We have a commitment to the laws and principles we carefully forged in the AMERICAN CONSTITUTION, at the NUREMBERG TRIALS, and in the UNITED NATIONS CHARTER, and our own deep democratic traditions and our dedication to the ideal of human decency among men demand that we speak out.

We Therefore wish to declare our names to the office of the Secretary General of the United Nations, both as permanent witnesses to our opposition to the following are a few among the many who have signed this declaration to be on permanent record.

MOTHER pupils.

(FAATHER) J. E Bamberger.

REV. PHILLIP BERIQAN.

JAMES FARMER.

REV. WILLIAM H. DU BAY.

NAOMI L. GOLDSTEIN.

DR. PRCD GOLDSTEIN.

DR. JEROME D. FRANK.
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We Therefor...
DEPRESSION IN SEATTLE
The infinitional dark­ness
The bitterness racket of surviving gloom.
The screen of spirits
The wall of young, to be charted.
The dead beckon with open arms.
The quick cure to their mental aches
Nary the dead, but forget them, there's to be seen.
For all et al, the quick chance.
"Doc Hensel" of Madison, Wis.
THINK STORE BETTER
321 West Garban
Madison, Wis.

VERV LONGHORN YOUNG MAN
19, wants young girl for dating and love.
No sex.
Write Phil Nelson, 315 California Street, San Francisco.

MISSING CHILD IN ART:
Send SC for our all-new 110 model catalog of underage models. Most states over 21 with order. To
Ledser Arts, P.O. Box 6531, San Francisco, 94101

THE HILL CLIMB
Ready for Consignment:
Ear rings, water pipes, necklaces, etc. Big ass & musty.
Write me.
New Light about now.

THE FREEWILL
Mounts this align when the business
BOTTOM RIGHT: Even fire plugs get a decoration job in
houses were asked to close for the DEATH OF THE HIPPIE,
the Haight. The gal who parted these 73 Camel Cig
working to reopen this needed facility. The "City"
said they could have nothing to do with it because it
did not meet their standards.
HEX THE Faintly Marketed this sign when the business

"Doc Hensel" of Chicago.

WATCH OUT FOR EVERYTHING!
20 pages of non-toxic, non-substance ingestio­n by man, including water — that doesn't entail some risk! Dr. James L. Godard, Food and Drug Administration chief.

JIM TICKLE.
I miss you and want you to that I understand your recent loss please accept my apology.

UNDERGROUND PLACARDS
Wild and unusual sayings.
25 each.

DEALERS WHERE YOUR PEYOTE DEPENDS
BAG? The Hulchol (Wee-chol) Indian ceremonial peyote bales brought out of the jungles of the central Mexican highlands. Quasi-patterned, harmoniously, incongruous, drawing, super-colored, disc of a kind to take. Also wind blowing yarn drawings, godly eye reach holders. Hand bands. For colored catalog with wholesale and retail prices send $2.50 to: Highlands, P.O. Box 396, Vanco, Calif 90291

DREAMS:
LOVELY DREAMS
Under a certain cloudy sky the Flower Children are willing
to give a hand when the car gets overheated in the slowest pace traffic on Earth
NEXT A sidewalk artist sings a song of love and peace.

THE FREEWILL—Half opened and half closed. Head
backing has come for the Clinic in the past few days
with some of the Tightly medical minds in San Francisco
working to ramp this needed facility. The "City"
said they could have nothing to do with it because it
did not meet their standards.
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PAT B. PLEASE GET IN TOUCH WITH ME DIRECTLY

SANDY! Very willing to negotiate. Please call "Name collector. Love your Mother."

I am interested in sharing everything now, particularly seeds. Love, Vally

Baltimore, Md. 21201

WOMAN WANTED: 28, 5'8" slim, address call 848-7943

ATT: Craftsman. If you do not mind easting a man between 35-50 for companionship, I have a part-time apt or bar that we share. Please write Box 673, Pleasanton, Ca 94566.

THE WEIGHTLESS ALBATROSS

FORM 904, Pleasanton, Ca 94566


THE SHELTON HOUSE, 1507 Fillmore, S.F., 94117

Send photo to Bob Jones, 203 10th St., S.F., 94103.

LOVELY TERENCE, TERRY, TARRY NOT

In the Electric Age with Michael McKean on 12" LP, S. from Audio, Distributors, Inc. 90024. Hollywood, Calif. 90227. Listen and learn.

LEGAL HIGHS. 1 S. $1.50, 3 sets S.9.00. Cash or money order to Underground Arts, 12th st., S.F., 94110.

Meanwhile,天下万国万事无istruck, 661-6137. Call Nita at 841-4599.

Looking for pro group. Owns 10' or late 20's. Please write Box 670, S.F., 94103.

MISSING CHRISTMAS CARD: invites letters and Friend ship of man. P.O. Box 304, Alberquerque, Calif. 87106

MISSING woman to attend couples and singles parties. Write Box 15493, Sacto*, 95813.

ALL replies with photo, please. I'm a good friend. Charles and Hall Craig. In Ireland WANTED: MY FREEDOM. Now that I am going to Portland, have 2 riders leaving Voltares, Camp Parks Job 30' or late 20's. Please write Box 649, L.A., 90013.

LOVELY TERRIE, TARRY ALL

TARRY NOT

BASIL, OF PALO ALTO

WANTED: MY FREEDOM. Now that I am going to Portland, have 2 riders leaving Voltares, Camp Parks Job 30' or late 20's. Please write Box 649, L.A., 90013.

MISSING CHRISTMAS CARD: invites letters and Friendship of man. P.O. Box 304, Albuquerque, Calif. 87106

MISSING woman to attend couples and singles parties. Write Box 15493, Sacto*, 95813.

TERRY, TARRY NOT

WANTED: MY FREEDOM. Now that I am going to Portland, have 2 riders leaving Voltares, Camp Parks Job 30' or late 20's. Please write Box 649, L.A., 90013.

MISSING CHRISTMAS CARD: invites letters and Friendship of man. P.O. Box 304, Albuquerque, Calif. 87106

MISSING woman to attend couples and singles parties. Write Box 15493, Sacto*, 95813.

MICHELLE SCHNEIDER must have his Acousic Virgin, 1778 Fair Oaks Bl., 1320 pm.

THE WEIGHTLESS ALBATROSS TO 15's the most complete and way out shop in San Jose ever own. To see 175 3 st. Bl, 236-2414

WANTED: A long haired singer you related to Nashville and Wall Craig in Ireland as a good friend. Charles Badollet, 71 Asbury

WANTED: MY FREEDOM. Now, being half in San Bruno Jail for having long hair and failure to support the Gallerham Shoe Co.

NEW MODELS WANTED:

NAME: Male, under 21, 66-69.99

GRAPHIC ARTIST: Dance posters, leaflet designs, etc. Please call or write to see examples of my work. I have worked for Berkeley's Lavender, the University of California, Harris, College and others. Have exhibited in the San Francisco Museum of Art and UC Student Union. S1. Leon 3663 Dover St. Oak. 653-9440 after 10:30 til midnight.

MICHILLE LARACCO please call Edith Pudente 921-8620

WANTED A LONG HAIR SINGER you related to Nashville and Wall Craig in Ireland as a good friend. Charles Badollet, 71 Asbury

WANTED: MY FREEDOM. Now, being half in San Bruno Jail for having long hair and failure to support the Gallerham Shoe Co.

MISSING CHRISTMAS CARD: invites letters and Friendship of man. P.O. Box 304, Albuquerque, Calif. 87106

MISSING woman to attend couples and singles parties. Write Box 15493, Sacto*, 95813.

MISSING woman to attend couples and singles parties. Write Box 15493, Sacto*, 95813.

MISSING woman to attend couples and singles parties. Write Box 15493, Sacto*, 95813.
TO SHARE LOVE WITH ONE IS BEAUTIFUL, TO SHARE LOVE WITH THE WORLD IS....